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Cesar Chavez dedicated his life to helping American farmworkers. As a child growing up in

California during the Great Depression, he picked produce with his family. Cesar saw firsthand how

unfairly workers were treated. As an adult, he organized farmworkers into unions and argued for

better pay and fair working conditions. He was jailed for his efforts, but he never stopped urging

people to stand up for their rights. Young readers will be inspired by the fascinating life story of this

champion of social justice.
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This book is well written and gave a lot of details about Cesar Chavez's life. I purchased it for use in

my 2nd grade classroom. This text would probably appeal more to an intermediate level class. It

was not engaging enough for my students. I gave it 5 stars because it is a good book with wonderful

illustrations.

Young Cesar looked pensive as he rubbed his hands together while his mother tended to his

brothers and sisters inside a shabby dwelling with only a sheet for a door. They were itinerant farm

workers, field hands who owned nothing but worked very hard for very little in return. He "traveled



with his family from one farm to the next to pick beans, broccoli, lettuce, and other crops." It was not

an easy life, but his mother, Juana, made sure that he recognized his own self worth and

acknowledged that of others by saying such things as, "What you do to others, others do to

you."Cesar was able to go to school, but it hurt when he was unable to speak Spanish or

acknowledge his culture. The emotional pain was often accompanied by a stern look and the smack

of a ruler across his knuckles. ENGLISH! But Cesar Chavez was not English ... he was Hispanic

and one day would stand up for his rights and those of others. In the meantime it was the Great

Depression and he had to struggle with his family in the fields. They were homeless and had to

keep moving from field to field to pick the crops that made others rich. Would this inhumane system

ever stop? Would he be able to help change it?This is a beautifully expressive picture book

biography of Cesar Chavez, a man who stood up for the rights of all farm workers. The importance

of family and the regard for the rights of others was clearly expressed in this book. For example,

when the family was mistreated or working conditions were harsh Librado, his father, would say,

"Okay, let's go," something that Cesar later commented on by saying, "Our dignity meant more than

money." His work in organizations such as the Community Service Organization (CSO) is

mentioned as are the boycotts and fasting. In the back of the book are important dates, an author's

note, source notes, a selected bibliography, and additional recommended websites to explore.

Cesar Chavez, co-founder of the United Farm Workers of America and a highly influential civil rights

leader, learned from his parents to value dignity even in the face of poverty. The Great Depression

had caused his family to lose their Arizona farm and to move to California in search of work. Already

at a young age Cesar helped his family to earn a living by picking fruits and vegetables. Constantly

on the move (sometimes in response to especially poor working conditions that the family refused to

tolerate), Cesar attended sixty-five elementary schools and was forced to drop out of school at the

age of fifteen to work full-time. As a young adult, Cesar channeled these hardships into action,

beginning with a voter registration drive and subsequently with the formation of a fruit pickers union.

Over time he used a variety of forceful but nonviolent methods to advocate for farm workers' rights,

including marches, church meetings, sit-ins, boycotts, and hunger strikes. His organizing tactics

resulted not only in higher wages, benefits, and improved working conditions for farm workers, but

also in the promotion of Latino civil rights. Experienced biographer David Adler and his son do an

excellent job in helping children become more familiar with an important advocate for social justice

and worker rights. The detailed narrative is nicely balanced with a compelling story and bold

illustrations to keep younger readers thoroughly engaged.



My students enjoyed learning about the life of Cesar Chavez. The story was especially appropriate

to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month

Beautiful pictures. I use it to go along with one of my favorite books, Esperanza Rising. Both books

help teach children about the history of our country.

Would have liked it better and think that it would hold up to the wear and tear by children (to whom it

is geared) if it had a hard cover.
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